


Utcha (Greetings), 

It is my pleasure to provide this brief Electronic Press Kit of my works that hopefully challenges one’s 
thinking to the point of realignment where one becomes socially, culturally, politically, and spiritually 
aware of who they are, where they are going, and ultimately their reason for being.

Please take a moment to review the information included in this Electronic Press Kit about myself. 

My hope is to create a working relationship with you.

Thank you for your time and your interest.

Best regards,

M’Bwebe Aja Ishangi
p: 718.930.1430
e: info@daghettotymz.com
fb: facebook.com/daghettotymz
t: twitter.com/#!/daghettotymz
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M’Bwebe is an infopreneur, writer, artist, graphic and web designer, videographer, orator, and creator 
and publisher of Da Ghetto Tymz magazine and DaGhettoTymz.com (daghettotymz.com)—a 
publication and website that annihilates false perceptions of the Afrikan experience chauffeured by the 
western-eurocentric mindset, and DGTv (daghettotymz.com /dgtv.html)—a video-based website that is 
an edutainable experience like none other. 

Like Historian, J.A. Rogers, a significant portion of M’Bwebe’s studies fall under autodidacticism (self-
directed learning or self teaching) from channeling in subliminal inquiries from our ADB (Ancestral Data 
Bank); a connection he feelz that’s been with him since his youth (read ‘Analitikul Cogitationz’).

His educational background includes University of Pittsburgh (History/Education), and three years 
working with the Educational branch of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). 
Since 1993, he’s been using his design skills, voice, and writings to broaden and deepen how people see 
and think of current and historical topics from an Afrikan perspective. 

M’Bwebe [Mind & Body Working Equally exudes Blessingz Eternal—meaning, allowing his mind and body  
(including spirit) to work equally, the blessings will continue to come in abundance] started with learned  
information from renowned edutainer, KRS-One, an artist who brings a conscious element to Hiphop. 

He started putting his thoughts on paper and submitted them to several major national publications. The  
negative response he received inspired him to develop a newsletter, Ghetto Tymz in April 1993. July 1994 
the newsletter flourished into a national publication, Da Ghetto Tymz magazine—DGT for short. January 
1996 marked DaGhettoTymz.com’s premiere on the internet. Spring of ‘98 also marked the birth of DGT 
NTR-Prizes, which is where all his projects including his lectures, DGT, DGTv, and Nebulution Studios 
fall under. April 2003, marked DGTs 10th Year and its 100th published issue—a feat rarely achieved by  
an Afrikan-owned publication that is not owned and dictated by white advertisers. January 2006, DGTv 
was born. April 10, 2013 marked DGTs 20th Year and if you ask M’Bwebe, DGTs just beginning!
 
M’Bwebe believes his greatest contribution to date is continuing the promotion of self-reliance through 
creative business development, developing his love for art, drawing, graphic design and speaking, and 
having the ability to construct an enterprise addressing real problems and providing alternative solutions 
that raise self-esteem through knowledge of self. This potential resides in all of us with all of these innate 
attributes coming from our Ancestral lineage.

His first book, ‘Analitikul Cogitationz’ (daghettotymz.com/author/mbwebeishangi-books.html)   
was published in 2007 giving the reader a closer look at the connection spiritual encounters have with 
consciousness. In 2014 he will be releasing his 4th, ‘The Unknown-Known: Enduring the Seldom Quest  
of Questionz’, a book going deeper on the topic’s spirituality and metaphysics.

about
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WHY SHOULD YOU HAVE M’BWEBE AJA ISHANGI SPEAK AT YOUR ORGANIZATION, 
SCHOOL OR UNIVERSITY?
He is a humble student and follower of the Pan-Afrikan movement. He is a qualified and powerful 
speaker who has dedicated his life to working and speaking out forcefully for the rights and  
empowerment of the Afrikan Diaspora. His specialty is developing creative arts and educational 
projects that strengthen the minds of Afrikan people in general, youth and students in particular. He 
does this with a simple and practical style that clearly explains all areas of life including self, history, 
health, economics, spirituality, creativity, and politics.

The response M’Bwebe has received from his lectures and workshops have proved helpful in raising the 
level of desire and consciousness of his audience to move towards self-reliance. M’Bwebe has conducted 
lectures throughout the United States and believes because of his youthful age, he is able to connect with 
a wider audience. If you meet and hear him, you will be convinced he is motivated by a genuine love for 
truth and Afrikan people.

HOW CAN WE CONTACT M’BWEBE TO ARRANGE A LECTURE OR WORKSHOP?
Booking requisitions to:
Natasha A. Pierre
Publicist
ATTN: M’Bwebe Speaking Engagement
e: natasha@daghettotymz.com

SPEAKING TOPICS
Here’s a short list of topics M’Bwebe can address. He’s available for Homecomings, Afrikan History 
Month, Women’s History Month, Black Arts Festivals, etc.:

• The Astrological and Afrikan Imprint on the Creation of New York City
• AGITPROP (Agitation Propaganda) and the Effects of Multi-Media 
• When Knowledge Became Kryptonite: A Historical Timelined Focus from 1600-1925AD 
• The Origin of the Boule’ & Black Fraternities & Sororities 
• The Greek Myth and The Cultural Effect 
• The Origin of Secret Societies: Masonry & the Structure of European Dominance  
• Media: the Psychological Effects on the Mind, Body and Spirit  
• Afrikan Spirituality: the Microcozm of the Macrocozm of Metaphysics  
• The Metaphysical Repercussionz to the World Trade Center Bombing on 9/11 
• Hiphop 4 Empowerment 
• Psychological Disorders Linked to Poor Eating Habits  
• White Sugar: The impact it has on our health  

orator
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• Vegetarian versus Meat Eater: the mental/phsyical/spiritual effects  
• Spirituality versus Religion  
• How to Raise Self-Esteem in Our Youth  
• Sisterz of Antiquity: Sisterz Can Spark the Revolution  
• Integration versus Separation  
• Athletics versus Slavery  
• Origin of European Holidayz  
• Healing Black Male-Female Relationships  
• Turning Your Leisure Time Into Afrikan Time  
• The Maangamizi (Middle Passage)

*M’Bwebe offers workshops and Advanced discussion for organizations for members with more experience:
• A Strictly Solutionz Session
• Metaphysics & Numerology
• The Power of Thought/Overcoming Fear
• Creating Afrikan Economic Wealth

RECENT SPEAKING EVENTS
• Medgar Evers College, Brooklyn, NY  
• Long Island University, Brooklyn, NY 
• Hunter College, New York, NY 
• Kentucky State College, Frankfort, KY  
• University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA  
• Fisk Univesity, Nashville, TN  
• Penn State College, State College, PA  
• Oberia Demsey Theater, Harlem, NY  
• United Afrikan Movement, Harlem, NY  
• Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH
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To date, M’Bwebe has written three books and will be finishing his fourth in 2014. In 2007 he self-pub-
lished his first book, ‘Analitikul Cogitationz’:

ANALITIKUL COGITATIONZ
For nearly fifteen yearz I’ve attempted ‘shock therapy’ on the mindz of Afrikan  
people by challenging us to dispute everything from history to politics, diet to  
religion, on down to historic African-American organizationz. My quest was and 
alwayz will be to challenge you; to dare you to face who taught you; to reveal that not 
everything you may believe now, you had the opportunity to thoroughly investigate. 
Analitikul Cogitationz is a two-part book.

So that you can know the person behind Da Ghetto Tymz magazine, Part 1 (Deja Vu), 
coverz the first few yearz of my re-awakening to Pan-Afrikan consciousness. In this 

mini-autobiography, I speak of thingz I went through I once was afraid to speak about.

Part 2 is a collection of some of my best perspective articles that appeard in Da Ghetto Tymz magazine 
from 1993-2006. You may or may not agree with the message I convey, but I hope you will use my  
arguments as inspiration to further confirm your own beliefs whatever they may be.
     500 pages  
     Paperback: $24.99  
     eBook PDF: $17.00 | eBook for iOS/Android Tablet: $10.00  
     Publisher: DGT NTR-Prizes  
     ISBN#: 978-0-6151-4651-5
     Copyright Year: 2007

The TerrorisT FacTory series

Right after the 9/11 attacks in 2001, M’Bwebe Ishangi produced a six-part series 
that appeared in Da Ghetto Tymz magazine and daghettotymz.com giving both a 
conspiratoral and metaphysical perspective of why this happened and thE sublime 
historical context behind it. Read and become enlightened to the culprits we found 
involved. You may or may not be surprised...
   73 pages  
   Price: $5.00 USD ($7.00 Canada/Int’l) eBook PDF 
   eBook for iOS/Android Tablet: $12.99  
   Publisher: DGT NTR-Prizes  
   Copyright Year: 2011

author
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Urban Unrest - Afrikan Burial Ground: Remnants of Slavery in New York
His-story has done a great job in havin’ people think slavery in the United 
States was below the Mason Dixie line. They’re doin’ an even better one 
in tryin’ to conceal its role in the cover-up of Afrikan free labor in both the 
building and maintenance of one of the worldz most popular city, New York. 
Yes, Lower Manhattan is sacred ground, but not for what happened on 
September 11, 2001. Wall Street would not be without the forced free labor, 
which included the starvation and death of tenz-if not hundredz-of-
thousandz of Afrikanz brought here against their will.

      40 pages  
      Price: $5.00 USD ($7.00 Canada/Int’l) eBook PDF 
      eBook for iOS/Android Tablet: $12.99  
      Publisher: DGT NTR-Prizes 
      Copyright Year: 2012

The Unknown-Known: enduring the seldom-traveled quest of questionz
M’Bwebe is working hard on the release of his fourth book, ‘The Unknown-Known: 
Enduring the Seldom-Travelled Quest of ‘Questionz’. This book takes off where the 
initial part of his first book, ‘Analitikul Cogitationz’, began, ‘Deja Vu’, exploring the 
metaphysical realm of question addressing thoughts that may have crossed your mind 
before, but was missing an outlet to further examine. You will find the discussion of 
the metaphysical phenomena deepenz in this epic conversation about the unknown 
realm of life oftentymz overlooked. Like ‘Analitikul Cogitationz’, this book will be 
available in hardcopy, eBook and audiobook slated for 2012!

      Pages: TBD 
      Paperback: TBD | eBook: TBD 
      Publisher: DGT NTR-Prizes 
      ISBN#: TBD
      Copyright Year: 2014

*For updates:  daghettotymz.com/author/mbwebeishangi-books.html
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DGTv: Conscious Webvision serves as a visual sister-site to 
DaGhettoTymz.com. This is a video-based site where user’s can 
simply point, click, and watch edutaining video shorts—called 
Video Articles—covering much of the same topics you’ll read on 
DaGhettoTymz.com, only video. 

To date, we’ve completed three seasons with Season 4 debuting 
late 2014.

*For updates:  daghettotymz.com/dgtv.html

video/audio clips

2B? or Not 2B... 
Greek (Video)

Numerical  
Mystereez  

(Video Article)

T.I.M.E.: The 
Inner Mind’s Eye 

(Video Article)

White Sugar Pt.2-
Killin’ U Sweetly 

(Video Article)

BGLOs & the 
Greek Connection

(Audio)

Don’t Go to Sleep 
(Audio)

Inner-view 
R-Kyvz Vault

(Audio)

DGTv
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designer

links

All the designs you see in Da Ghetto Tymz magazine and 
DaGhettoTymz.com projects and products are created by 
Nebulution Studios, a Web Developing firm founded by 
M’Bwebe Aja Ishangi.  

For more info:
w: nebulution.com
e: design@daghettotymz.com

Websites 
• Da Ghetto Tymz magazine -- http://daghettotymz.com
• DGTv -- http://daghettotymz.com/dgtv.html
• DGT 20th Anniversary Index -- http://daghettotymz.com/20th/20.html
• Article R-Kyvz Vault -- http://daghettotymz.com/rkyvz/rkyvz.html
• Digitial EPK -- http://daghettotymz.com/lecture/lecture.html
• Inner-view Vault -- http://daghettotymz.com/onlinestore/inner-viewz/innerviewz.html
• Outlet Store -- http://daghettotymz.com/onlinestore/onlinestore.html
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domestic speaking rate list - 2014

*Rate will need to be determined if by airfare or car rental.  
Adjustments can also be made according amount of days and time 
of year. Travel subject to change based on airline/toll rates.

• NORTHEAST - *$1,300.00  
Includes travel (airfare/car rental), lodging for two nights.
- Lodging & Food -  including $50 daily stipend 
- Lecture - $500-1,000.00

• SOUTHEAST - *$1,450.00
Includes travel (airfare/car rental), lodging for two nights.
- Lodging & Food -  including $50 daily stipend 
- Lecture - $500-1,000.00

• MIDWEST - *$1,450.00
Includes travel (airfare/car rental), lodging for two nights. 
- Lodging & Food -  including $50 daily stipend 
- Lecture- $700-1,200.00

• SOUTHWEST - *$1,450.00
Includes airfare, lodging for two nights.
- Lodging & Food -  including $50 daily stipend 
- Lecture- $700-1,200.00

• WEST - *$2,200.00
Includes airfare, lodging for two nights.
- Lodging & Food -  including $50 daily stipend 
- Lecture - $800-2000.00

**For international inquiries, please contact:
Natasha A. Pierre
Publicist
@ natasha@daghettotymz.com
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